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Making Intergroup Contact More Fruitful:
Enhancing Cooperation Between
Palestinian and Jewish-Israeli
Adolescents by Fostering Beliefs
About Group Malleability
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Abstract

For decades, increasing intergroup contact has been the preferred method for improving cooperation between groups. However,
even proponents of this approach acknowledge that intergroup contact may not be effective in the context of intractable conflicts.
One question is whether anything can be done to increase the impact of intergroup contact on cooperation. In the present study,
we tested whether changing perceptions of group malleability in a pre-encounter intervention could increase the degree of
cooperation during contact encounters. Jewish and Palestinian-Israeli adolescents (N ¼ 141) were randomly assigned either to a
condition that taught that groups are malleable or to a coping, control condition. During a subsequent intergroup encounter, we
used two behavioral tasks to estimate the levels of cooperation. Results indicated that relative to controls, participants in the
group malleability condition showed enhanced cooperation. These findings suggest new avenues for enhancing the impact of
contact in the context of intractable conflicts.
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The toll of intractable conflicts is astounding. Millions have

died as a result of these conflicts, and many more are at risk

of losing their lives, homes, or livelihoods (United Nations

High Commissioner for Refugees, 2015). While intractable

conflicts may be influenced by objective disagreements, they

are fueled by psychological factors that reduce the ability of

both sides to engage in cooperative efforts. Finding ways to

attenuate these psychological risk factors—and thereby

increase the chance of cooperation—is therefore increasingly

acknowledged to be a high priority.

One approach to this problem is suggested by the literature on

intergroup contact (Allport, 1954; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006;

Williams, 1947). Intergroup contact may occur in various ways.

It may take the form of intergroup friendships (Davies, Tropp,

Aron, Pettigrew, & Wright, 2011), spontaneous encounters

(Shtern, 2016), or it may be organized by a third party which

facilitates the encounter, as in the case of the current study

(Maoz, 2011; Tropp, 2015). All of these types of encounters

have been shown to contribute to the improvement in intergroup

relations (Davies et al., 2011; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2000, 2006,

2008). However, most of these studies have examined contact

in the absence of active intergroup conflict or during

reconciliation (Tropp, 2015; Wagner & Hewstone, 2012). There-

fore, an important question is whether contact can be useful in

increasing cooperation between groups in intractable conflicts.

Although there has been a growing number of studies that

present a critical approach to contact in conflicts using qualita-

tive data (see Abu-Nimer, 2004; Halabi & Sonnenschein, 2004;

Maoz, 2011), we currently have little quantitative evidence

regarding the efficiency of contact in intractable conflicts

(Maoz, 2011; Tropp, 2015). Therefore, an alternative way to

evaluate the potential efficiency of contact in conflicts is by

examining whether the situational factors necessary for a pro-

ductive contact encounter usually occur in intractable conflicts.

Four situational factors seem to lead to better contact
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encounters (Allport, 1954; also see Dovidio, Gaertner, &

Kawakami, 2003). These are the potential for cooperation

(Blanchard, Weigel, & Cook, 1975), equal status within groups

(Brewer & Kramer, 1985; Saguy, Dovidio, & Pratto, 2008), the

existence of mutual goals (Brewer, 1996; Pettigrew & Tropp,

2006), and the existence of norms or structural support for the

encounter (Miller, Smith, & Mackie, 2004; Samii, 2013).

Unfortunately, these conditions are often absent in cases of

intractable conflicts (Bar-Tal, Halperin, & De Rivera, 2007;

Kelman, 1999). This makes conflicts an especially challenging

context for contact interactions.

Even though the situational factors of contact encounters are

not well suited for conflicts, their perception and interpretation

could be altered by changing key psychological mechanisms

(Dovidio et al., 2003; Tropp, 2015). In the current project,

we targeted the notion of perceived potential for cooperation

due to its importance to the success of the encounter (Brewer,

1996) and its high amenability to change compared to other

situational factors. Previous work on contact encounters has

suggested that participants’ willingness to interact with the

other side is dependent on the belief that the other side can

change (Halperin et al., 2012). However, merely telling partici-

pants in an intractable conflict that the other side is malleable

may lead to reactance, as it contradicts participants’ narratives

and collective ethos (Bar-Tal, Raviv, Raviv, & Dgani-Hirsh,

2008). Therefore, one way to bypass such reactance is by

changing general beliefs regarding groups’ capability of

change. This is done with the hope that these context-

independent beliefs will be activated during the specific

encounter (Halperin, Cohen-Chen, & Goldenberg, 2014). This

method has the advantage of not evoking the reactance that

some context-dependent interventions may elicit.

The idea of perceived malleability—often defined as incre-

mental mind-sets—originated from the literature on individual

motivation in schools (Dweck, 2000, 2012). Children who held

an incremental mind-set were more motivated to confront aca-

demic challenges efficiently and therefore succeed in school.

This idea has been examined in the interpersonal domain,

showing that people with incremental mind-sets are less likely

to show aggression toward others (Chiu, Dweck, Tong, & Fu,

1997; Yeager, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2013). Extending these

ideas to intergroup relations, beliefs that groups are malleable

have been associated with positive changes in attitudes and

increased willingness to make concessions in order to reach a

mutual agreement (Halperin, Russell, Trzesniewski, Gross, &

Dweck, 2011; Halperin et al., 2012) and even with increased

willingness to participate in a planned contact encounter (Hal-

perin et al., 2012). Examining how changes in group malleabil-

ity effect not only wiliness to participant in contact but also

actually the effectiveness of the contact encounter is a poten-

tially important extension of the current work.

Our primary hypothesis is that changing participants’ per-

ception of group malleability will increase the potential for

cooperation during the contact encounter. In addition, we

explore potential mechanisms for the process by focusing on

the experience of intergroup emotions during the encounter.

Negative emotions (and lack of positive emotions) play an

important role in conflicts by shifting attention to negative

aspects of the outgroup and intensifying negative attitudes

toward the other side (Halperin, 2014, 2015). Furthermore,

people are highly sensitive to others’ emotional expressions

(Averill, 1980; Manstead & Fischer, 2001; Parkinson, 2011).

Therefore, sensing negative emotions from the outgroup can

have a destructive effect on the atmosphere and can decrease

cooperation during the encounter. Our secondary hypothesis

is therefore that changing perception of group malleability will

also lead to increased intergroup positive emotions and

decreased negative emotions. In light of these considerations,

the goal of the current study was to examine whether a pre-

encounter intervention focused on changing perceptions of

group malleability could increase cooperation between the two

opposing sides in a contact encounter and improve intergroup

emotions. In the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, we

conducted a pre-encounter intervention among Jewish-Israeli

and Palestinian-Israeli middle school students. Adolescent con-

tact workshops are common in Israel (Maoz, 2002, 2011) and

are especially suitable for pre-encounter interventions, as they

can be easily implemented in the classroom prior to the encoun-

ter. Furthermore, previous research suggests that early adoles-

cents tend to take more ethnocentric views and be more

extreme and less complex in their judgments (Bar-Tal & Labin,

2001) but also more amenable to change (Dahl, 2004). There-

fore, this period provides a great opportunity for impact.

Method

Participants

We recruited participants from two schools, a Palestinian-

Israeli school and a Jewish-Israeli school. School principals

were told that they would be participating in study that was

designed to examine the influence of pre-encounter interven-

tions on encounters between Jewish and Arab students. The

principals were not aware of the specific goals of the study. Our

participant number was bounded by the schools’ enrollment.

Therefore, we set our lower limit to 30 participants in each con-

dition. However, as we anticipated that some participants

would drop out during the three-meeting intervention, we

decided to aim for an initial recruitment number of 40 per con-

dition for each ethnic group. Our initial recruitment included

160 eighth- and ninth-grade students who took part in the work-

shops as part of an organized school activity. We omitted all

participants who did not attend either the fourth encounter, in

which the actual intergroup contact occurred (16 participants,

6 in the group malleability condition and 6 in the coping con-

dition), or both meetings two and three, in which the interven-

tion content was the focus (3 participants). This resulted in a

sample of 141 participants, 74 Jewish-Israelis (45 females and

29 males, 39 in the coping group and 35 in the malleability

group; age: M ¼ 13.89, SD ¼ 0.83) and 67 Palestinian-

Israelis (40 females and 27 males, 31 in the coping group and

36 in the malleability group; age: M ¼ 13.94, SD ¼ 0.66).
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Procedure

Students in both schools were randomly assigned to one of the

two conditions: a group malleability condition or a coping

skills condition, which served as a control condition. We chose

to use a coping skills workshop as our control condition, with

the goal of teaching the participants useful skills while keeping

the content of the workshops far removed from the notion of

group malleability. Such a strategy has been recently used in

a perceived malleability intervention with adolescents (Yeager

et al., 2013). Participants in both conditions were told that they

would participate in an encounter with outgroup students, and

prior to that encounter, they would undergo a series of leader-

ship workshops. Leadership was chosen as a focus to provide a

relevant and appealing framework for participants. Workshops

were pretested in order to make sure that the intervention con-

tent was clear and that participants found the workshops both

interesting and helpful.

The workshops included four meetings, three pre-encounter

workshops and an intergroup planned encounter. The pre-

encounter workshops were 1.5-hr-long sessions, which were

conducted within each school. Workshop facilitators were

18- to 23-year-old volunteers (four Jewish-Israeli and four

Palestinian-Israeli, age: M ¼ 19.75, SD ¼ 1.92) who were

recruited using a snowball method in which recruited facilita-

tors were involved in recruiting other facilitators. The facilita-

tors volunteered to join the project due to their belief in its

potential contribution to Israeli and Palestinian societies. We

conducted three condition-specific training sessions for facili-

tators in each condition, keeping the facilitators blind to the

specific goals of the study.

The first meeting was identical in both conditions and

included introduction games and general leadership content

using Bass’s framework of transformational leadership (Bass,

1985). The decision to open the intervention with leadership

content was made for two main reasons. First, leadership is

a relatively broad concept that is compelling for most people.

Our hope was that mentioning leadership would increase par-

ticipants’ motivation to engage in the workshops. Second, dis-

guising the purpose of the workshop can contribute to the

reduction of both demand characteristics and reactance. Start-

ing in the second meeting, the content of each workshop dif-

fered in accordance with the specific condition. During the

second meeting, participants in the incremental condition

were introduced to the notion of being a relevant leader,

which was defined as the ability to identify and utilize per-

sonal and group change. Inspired by the classical mind-set

manipulations (Dweck, 2006), we used the notion of brain

plasticity to exemplify the biological possibility of change.

These ideas served as a base for discussing the ways in which

a relevant leader can utilize these changes. In the third meet-

ing, participants learned about changes that occurred in

groups throughout history and about leaders like Gerry

Adams and Martin Luther King Jr. who believed in groups’

ability to change, identified these changes, and were able to

amplify these changes.

In the coping condition, the second session started by

exploring the potentially destructive impacts of stress on lead-

ers who are required to make decisions on a regular basis.

These impacts were divided into physiological, cognitive, and

affective effects of stress. Participants were then given a few

strategies for coping with stress such as breathing, self-talk, and

meditation. During the third session, participants learned about

leaders who successfully coped with stress and were able to

positively influence the unfolding of collective events. We

used the same leaders as in the incremental condition, and only

this time, the focus was on these leaders’ ability to cope with

stressful situations.

Approximately 2 weeks after the third pre-encounter work-

shops, Jewish-Israeli and Palestinian-Israeli participants in

each condition met in a college in the center of Israel for a

2.5-hr-long encounter. The encounter meeting was separate for

participants in each condition. During this meeting, partici-

pants were divided into mixed teams of 4–6 participants, 15

in the incremental condition and 18 in the coping condition,

with the intention of keeping both the gender and ethnic com-

position across the teams as similar as possible. Each team had

at least two members from each ethnic group. In this fourth ses-

sion, participants first performed various introduction activities

and were then asked to complete tasks in various domains, with

cooperation being the target measurement. At the end of the

contact session, participants’ evaluation of the encounter was

measured in Arabic (for the Palestinian-Israeli teams) or in

Hebrew (for the Jewish-Israeli teams).

We used external observers to evaluate success in the tasks

during the encounter. The observers were 22 college students

(age: M¼ 21.54, SD¼ 3.70, 15 males and 7 females) who were

recruited in college using advertisement in exchange for 150

Israeli Shekel (ILS; *US$40). Seventeen of the observers

were Jewish-Israelis and five were Palestinian-Israeli (mirror-

ing the demographical distribution in the college from which

the observers were drawn, ethnicity of the observers was con-

trolled for in the analyses below). All observers spoke fluent

Hebrew (despite ethnic differences, all were students in a

Hebrew-speaking college), as did all participants, which was

the language in which the encounter was conducted. Each

observer evaluated —one to two teams (concurrently) during

the encounter session. The observers were blind to the different

conditions of the study.

Two cooperation tasks were used. In the circle task, nonver-

bal cooperation was examined. Each team was organized

around a circle marked by a rope. Cards with numbers 1–30

were spread inside the circle. Participants were asked to enter

the circle one at a time and touch a number, counting up from

1 to 30. Only one participant could enter the circle each time

and touch a single number. Participants were not allowed to

talk during the task. Every time more than one person entered

the circle at the same time, the team had to start the task all over

again. The circle task provides a way to examine the quality of

participants’ nonverbal interaction and their ability to come up

with a team plan under time pressure. Participants’ time to

completion was measured.
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In the second cooperation task, the tower task, participants

were given a few materials such as spaghetti, marshmallows,

and tape and were asked to build the tallest tower possible in

10 min. The height of the tower was measured. The tower task

is a known group dynamics task (Wujec, 1995), which allows

the examination of cooperative planning and communication.

To evaluate the major hypothesis of the study, we exam-

ined participants’ performance in the cooperation tasks. In the

tower task, four teams (three in the group malleability condi-

tion, one in the coping condition) did not have a tower stand-

ing when the time was up and were included in the analysis

with the value of 0. In the circle task, observers were asked

to time participants’ completion of the task in seconds. Data

from two teams were missing from the analysis due to lack

of observer ratings (one from each condition). We collapsed

the standardized scores of both tasks (circle task and tower

task). During the contact encounter, participants performed

tasks in small teams of 4–6 participants (separated for each

condition). Each small team’s performance was evaluated

by the external observer. Therefore, the smallest unit of analysis

for these tasks is each small team.

Measures

Manipulation check. Participants’ perception of the malleability

of groups in general was measured by a 3-item, 6-point Likert-

type scale which was adapted from Halperin and colleagues’

work (2011) and was slightly changed to better fit the age of

the participants (Every nation or group has fixed values and

beliefs that cannot be significantly changed; Groups cannot

change who they really are; Groups will never change as their

characteristics are deeply embedded in them, a ¼ .80). Per-

ceived group malleability was examined before the first session

and at the end of the fourth session. This measure served as a

manipulation check.

Cooperative behavior. As noted above, task performance on each

of the two cooperation tasks was measured. In the circle task,

participants’ time to completion was measured by the observ-

ers. In the tower task, the height of the tower was measured

by the observers. Results in both tasks were standardized. In

addition, as success in the circle task was indicated by lower

results (shorter completion time) and success in the tower task

was indicated by higher results (height), we reverse scored the

ratings of the circle task, so that high numbers would indicate

success in both tasks.

Observers’ ratings of emotions. On the assumption that more

cooperative teams would also show more positive and less neg-

ative effect, we used observers’ ratings of participants’ emo-

tions to capture the emotional expressions within each

working team as a secondary measure. Positive and negative

emotions were separately reported after each task by each

workshop observer using two, 6-point Likert-type items rang-

ing from 1 (not at all) to 6 (very much so). One item focused

on positive emotions (To what extent did the relationship

between the Arab and Jewish students in this task include

expression of positive emotions such as affection and happi-

ness). Another item focused on negative emotions (To what

extent did the relationship between the Arab and Jewish stu-

dents in this task include expression of negative emotions such

as fear, disgust, or anger). The 2 items strongly negatively cor-

related, r(30) ¼ �.62, p < .001. We therefore combined these

items into one scale by reversing the negative emotions’ item

and averaging it with the positive emotions item. High numbers

indicated more positive and less negative emotions.

Participants’ overall emotions. In addition to observers’ evalua-

tions of the emotional expressions during each task, partici-

pants were asked to indicate their overall emotions toward

the outgroup at the end of the encounter using two, 6-point

Likert-type items ranging from 1 (not at all) to 6 (very much

so). One item focused on positive emotions (I felt positive emo-

tions toward the Jewish/Arab participants such as affection

and happiness). Another item focused on negative emotions

(I felt negative emotions toward the Jewish/Arab participants

such as fear, disgust, or anger). The 2 items negatively corre-

lated, r(139) ¼ �.29, p < .001, and were combined to a single

measure similar to the items that were filled by the observers.

All measurements were taken in participants’ native language.

Data Analysis

We conducted the analyses using R statistical software, Version

3.3.0. All of our repeated measures were done using a mixed-

model analysis. We report 95% confidence intervals in brackets

as well as p values using the package lmerTest, Version 1.0

(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2013). In addition,

we transformed t values into correlation coefficients to convey

the strength of relationships.

Results

Preliminary Analyses

Demographic differences. We first tested for demographic differ-

ences between the Palestinian-Israeli and Jewish-Israeli partici-

pants across conditions. We found that there were no

significant differences in terms of participants’ age, b ¼ .08

[�.16, .34], SE ¼ .12, t(140) ¼ .67, p > .250, or gender, b ¼
�.21 [�.89, .46], SE ¼ .34, t(140) ¼ �.62, p > .250. We then

examined differences in demographics between participants in

the two conditions (group malleability vs. coping) and found no

difference in participants’ age, b ¼ .12 [�.15, .35], SE ¼ .12,

t(140) ¼ .98, p > .250, or gender, b ¼ �.07 [�.73, .57],

SE ¼ .33, t(140) ¼ �.23, p > .250. Finally, we examined

demographic differences between ethnic groups within each

condition. No differences in age were found between

Palestinian-Israeli and Jewish-Israeli participants, either in

the coping condition, b ¼ .00 [�.38, .38], SE ¼ .19, t(68) ¼
�.01, p > .250, or in the group malleability condition, b ¼ .08

[�.24, .35], SE¼ .17, t(69)¼ .49, p > .250. No differences were

found in participants’ gender either in the coping condition,
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b ¼ �.02 [�.26, .20], SE ¼ .11, t(69) ¼ �.23, p > .250, or in

the group malleability condition, b ¼ .01 [�.22, .29],

SE ¼ .11, t(70) ¼ .10, p > .250.

Differences related to observers’ ethnicity. During the fourth

encounter, observers rated participants’ emotions for each task.

Based on the notion that power difference may affect the ways

in which people experience contact encounter (Saguy et al.,

2008), we examined difference in observers’ ratings based on

their own ethnic background. We collapsed emotion evalua-

tions in both tasks and conducted a mixed-model analysis

examining the interaction between condition (incremental vs.

coping) and observers’ ethnicity as a fixed factor predicting

participant observed emotions in both tasks. As the minimal

group for the analysis was the small work teams (4–6 partici-

pants in each team), we used the team number as a random

intercept. Results suggested that Palestinian-Israeli observers

rated the interaction between participants as more positive on

the emotions scale compared to the Jewish-Israeli observers,

b ¼ .75 [.28, 1.22], SE ¼ .25, t(31) ¼ 3.13, p ¼ .01, effect size

(ES) r¼ .5 [.16, .73]. Importantly, however, there was no inter-

action between observers’ ethnic background and condition, b

¼ �.29 [�.79, 1.24], SE ¼ .53, t(29) ¼ �.50, p > .250. In light

of these results, we controlled for observer’s ethnic identity in

our primary analysis.

Manipulation check. Participants’ perception of group malleabil-

ity was measured before the first and after the fourth session. In

order to examine the effect of the manipulation on each of the

two ethnic groups across time, we used a mixed-model analy-

sis. As fixed variables, we used a three-way interaction

between time (Sessions 1 and 4), condition (incremental vs.

coping), and ethnic group (Jewish-Israelis vs. Palestinian-Israe-

lis) on perception of group malleability. In addition, we

included participants intercept as a random variable. Results

indicated a nonsignificant three-way interaction, b ¼ .08

[�.02, .18], SE ¼ .05, t(138) ¼ 1.62, p ¼ .11, suggesting no

differences in the effects of the manipulation over the two eth-

nic groups. We then examined the interaction between time and

condition in order to make sure that perception of group malle-

ability changed only for the group malleability group. As

expected, results indicated a significant interaction between

time and condition, b ¼ .21 [.11, .31], SE ¼ .05, t(138) ¼
4.21, p < .001, ES r¼ .33 [.18, .47]. Examination of the change

in each condition over time indicated no change in participants’

perception of group malleability in the coping condition, b ¼
.06 [�.07, .20], SE ¼ .07, t(137) ¼ .89, p ¼ .37. However, in

the group malleability condition, change in the perception of

group malleability increased significantly over time, b ¼ .49

[.35, 64], SE ¼ .07, t(138) ¼ 6.84, p < .001.

Primary Analyses: Impact on Cooperative Behavior

To evaluate the major hypothesis of the study, we examined

participants’ performance in the cooperation tasks. We con-

ducted a mixed-model analysis, comparing the incremental

with the coping condition as fixed factors and using the teams’

intercept as a random variable. In addition, we controlled for

observers’ ethnic identity based on our preliminary findings

(see Table 1 for means and standard deviations). Results indi-

cated a significantly higher score on the two tasks combined for

the incremental condition compared to the coping condition, b
¼ .75 [.28, 1.22], SE ¼ .24, t(61) ¼ 3.13, p ¼ .01, ES r ¼ .37

[.13, .57], see Figure 1. Breaking the measurements into each

task indicated that participants in the group malleability condi-

tion (M ¼ 51.00, SD ¼ 28.74) were able to build towers that

were 59% higher compared to the coping condition, M ¼
32.66, SD ¼ 24.21, b ¼ 29.92 [7.93, 51.90], SE ¼ 10.73,

t(26) ¼ 2.78, p ¼ .01, ES r ¼ .49 [.11, .75]. In addition, results

indicated that participants in the group malleability condition

(M ¼ 36.21, SD ¼ 24.52) completed the circle task somewhat

more quickly than the coping condition, M ¼ 50.10, SD ¼
23.79, b ¼ �13.98 [�29.11, 1.13], SE ¼ 7.37, t(27) ¼
�1.89, p ¼ .06, ES r ¼ .35 [�.05, .66].

Secondary Analyses

Observers’ ratings of emotions. A secondary hypothesis was that

improved cooperation would be accompanied by more positive

Table 1. Group Averages and Standard Deviations for Each of the
Dependent Variables.

Condition

Observers’ Ratings
Participants’

Rating

Tower Task
(Height in cm)

Circle Task
(Time in s) Emotions Emotions

Incremental 51.00 (28.74) 36.21 (24.52) 3.32 (.58) 4.85 (.69)
Coping 32.66 (24.21) 50.10 (23.79) 2.71 (.44) 4.69 (.94)

Figure 1. Task completion in the cooperative tasks (the tower and
circle tasks) during the intergroup encounter as a function of experi-
mental group (whether participants learned an incremental theory of
groups or coping skills in the workshop sessions prior to the inter-
group encounter). Results from both tasks were standardized and
combined.
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intergroup emotions (and less negative emotions) during the

intergroup encounter. To test this hypothesis, we collapsed

observers’ emotion evaluations across both tasks and con-

ducted a mixed-model analysis comparing the two conditions

(incremental vs. coping) and controlling for team size and

observers’ ethnic identity. As the minimal unit of analysis was

the evaluation of small teams who completed the tasks, we used

a by-team random intercept. Results indicated a significantly

higher positive emotion score for the incremental condition

compared to the coping condition, b ¼ .63 [.17, 1.08], SE ¼
.23, t(62) ¼ 2.69, p ¼ .01, ES r ¼ .33 [.08, .54], supporting the

finding of greater cooperation in the incremental condition.

Participants’ self-reported emotions. Participants’ self-report mea-

sures were assessed at the end of the contact encounter and

therefore are available only for the encounter as a whole. Sim-

ilar to the observers’ ratings of emotions, participants’ report of

positive and negative emotions were combined to create an

overall emotions scale, higher numbers indicating more posi-

tive emotions (and less negative emotions). Furthermore, in

order to make sure that the manipulation did not affect the two

ethnic groups differently, we tested the interaction between

condition and participants’ ethnic group on emotion ratings.

Results indicated no interaction between condition and ethnic

group, b ¼ �.08 [�.22, .05], SE ¼ .07, t(136) ¼ �1.20, p ¼
.23, suggesting that the manipulation influenced both ethnic

groups in the same way. Looking at the main effect of the

manipulation, results indicated a somewhat higher score for the

group malleability condition (M¼ 4.85, SD¼ .69) compared to

the coping condition, M¼ 4.69, SD¼ 0.94, b¼ .15 [�.01, .31],

SE ¼ .08, t(136) ¼ 1.84, p ¼ .06, ES r ¼ .15 [�.01, .31].

General Discussion

Contact encounters have been established as a useful method

for improving relationships between groups (Pettigrew &

Tropp, 2006). However, their efficacy in the contexts of intract-

able conflicts is hindered by challenging situational barriers

such as lack of potential cooperation. Therefore, thinking about

ways to change the perception of these barriers before the

encounter can increase the chance that it will achieve positive

outcomes.

In the present research, we tested the hypothesis that chang-

ing participants’ beliefs about group malleability in a pre-

encounter intervention would enhance intergroup cooperation

during the encounter. We found that such precontact interven-

tions were indeed successful in increasing cooperation on two

behavioral tasks. Furthermore, our secondary hypothesis was

that success on these tasks would be accompanied by increased

positive emotions (and decreased negative emotions) during

the tasks. We found that success on these tasks was indeed

accompanied by increased positive emotions for each task (as

rated by external observers), and there was a trend toward more

positive self-ratings of emotions on the part of participants at

the end of the encounter. These results are encouraging given

the challenges that intractable conflicts present to contact

encounters (Tropp, 2015).

Our findings have potentially wide-reaching implications

for contact. We were able to improve intergroup cooperation

for participants from two groups who are currently involved

in active conflict, and we achieved this outcome by tackling

participants’ nonconflict-related beliefs regarding group malle-

ability. Addressing general beliefs about groups rather than

conflict-specific beliefs is useful as it can bypass the natural

resistance of those who are involved in conflicts (Bar-Tal,

2013; Halperin et al., 2014). More generally, we introduce the

notion of a separate, precontact intervention for each group.

This idea can be extended to other precontact interventions,

providing a further opportunity for future enhancement of the

quality of these encounters and their outcomes.

We believe that our findings have wide applicability. Intro-

ducing the content of our workshops into schools may produce

positive outcomes not only in planned intergroup interactions

but also for more spontaneous interactions. In addition, exam-

ining the effect of these workshops on adults, who hold more

stable opinions on the conflict, may provide an interesting

opportunity for further understanding of the direct influences

of such interventions. Furthermore, changing perception of

group malleability as part of the training of professionals, like

police officers, social workers, and doctors, among others, may

improve their daily interactions with members of other groups.

Several limitations of the present research bear mention.

First, our analyses focused on informal cooperative tasks

between conflicting sides. It would be interesting to extend our

findings to more consequential tasks, such as important colla-

borations or decisions. Second, the long-term effects of these

interventions should be examined. In the future, it would be

important to follow up with research participants to determine

whether the increased ability to cooperate with outgroup mem-

bers is sustained. Third, the incremental intervention was not

compared to an empty control condition but rather to a coping

condition. This was done in order to provide all participants a

valuable experience. However, future studies should also com-

pare the intervention with an empty control condition to exam-

ine the full extent of the effect. We hope that the current study

opens the door for future investigation of these ideas, leading to

changes in people’s organized and spontaneous contact with

members of other groups.
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